Abstract-Supergraph search is a fundamental problem in graph databases that is widely applied in many application scenarios. Given a graph database and a query-graph, supergraph search retrieves all data-graphs contained in the query-graph from the graph database. Most existing solutions for supergraph search follow the pruning-and-verification framework, which prunes false answers based on features in the pruning phase and performs subgraph isomorphism testings on the remaining graphs in the verification phase. However, they are not scalable to handle large-sized data-graphs and query-graphs due to three drawbacks. First, they rely on a frequent subgraph mining algorithm to select features which is expensive and cannot generate large features. Second, they require a costly verification phase. Third, they process features in a fixed order without considering their relationship to the query-graph. In this paper, we address the three drawbacks and propose new indexing and query processing algorithms. In indexing, we select features directly from the data-graphs without expensive frequent subgraph mining. The features form a feature-tree that contains all-sized features and both the cost sharing and pruning power of the features are considered. In query processing, we propose a verification-free algorithm, where the order to process features is query-dependent by considering both the cost sharing and the pruning power. We explore two optimization strategies to further improve the algorithm efficiency. The first strategy applies a lightweight graph compression technique and the second strategy optimizes the inclusion of answers. Finally, we conduct extensive performance studies on two real large datasets to demonstrate the high scalability of our algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Graphs are widely used in numerous application domains, such as biology, chemistry, image processing, ecology, electrical circuits, computer vision, etc. A fundamental problem in graph databases is graph containment search, which consists of subgraph search and supergraph search. Given a query-graph Q, subgraph search [8, 13, 16, 23, 25, 30] finds all data-graphs that contain Q in the graph database, while supergraph search [6, 7, 24, 29, 31] retrieves all data-graphs that are contained in Q in the graph database. In this paper, we focus on the supergraph search problem.
Applications. Supergraph search is used in many application scenarios. For example:
(1) Biology. In biology, protein-protein interaction (PPI) networks play an important role in understanding the cell as a system of interacting components and finding how proteins Lu Qin and Xuemin Lin are the corresponding authors.
in the cell interact with each other [5] . Containment analysis of PPI networks across species will facilitate researchers to discover some specific relationships between species.
(2) Chemistry. In chemistry, when a new molecule is discovered, researchers can predict its possible properties by comparing its topological structure with already known chemical compounds [32] . Supergraph search can be used in this application that if the new molecule contains some structures of existing molecules, it is very likely that the new molecule has similar properties to these existing molecules.
(3) Computer Vision. In image processing and computer vision, a segmented object is represented by a region adjacency graph that can be transformed into a spatial entity [18] . In recognition systems, such classical models allow users to identify specific objects in images with supergraph search techniques by taking the images as queries.
More applications can be found in [6, 7, 24, 29, 31] .
Existing Solutions. Supergraph search usually involves subgraph isomorphism testing which is NP-complete [10] . Existing solutions for supergraph search are based on two logics, inclusion logic and exclusion logic, to reduce the number of subgraph isomorphism testings. Inclusion logic is used in [7] , which first finds a set of data-graphs that are guaranteed to be answers and then verifies other data-graphs using subgraph isomorphism testing. Considering that most data-graphs are not answers in practice, the cost saving based on inclusion logic is usually limited. Therefore, all other works in the literature [6, 24, 29, 31] follow the exclusion logic, which first prunes false answers and then verifies other data-graphs using subgraph isomorphism testing.
Exclusion logic is first introduced in [6] , which computes a set of features selected from the frequent subgraphs. Given a query-graph Q, if the feature is not contained in Q, all datagraphs containing the feature can be pruned. How to mine better features using query logs for supergraph search is further studied in [24] . In [29] , an algorithm is proposed to improve [6] , that divides the features and data-graphs into partitions, and considers cost sharing in each partition in the pruning phase and verification phase. The algorithm is further improved in [31] by considering the cost sharing between partitions and the cost sharing between pruning and verification phases. More details on existing solutions are outlined in Section III.
Motivation. Existing solutions based on exclusion logic face a scalability problem when handling large-sized data-graphs and query-graphs for three reasons: (1) The features selected in existing solutions largely rely on a frequent subgraph mining algorithm (e.g., gSpan [22] ). However, such algorithms are usually expensive and can only find small-sized subgraphs which are likely to be included in a large-sized query-graph, and thus have low pruning power. (2) A verification phase is required that may involve a large number of subgraph isomorphism testings. (3) Features are processed in a fixed order without considering their pruning power regarding to the query-graph. As a result, when processing a feature with low pruning power, the algorithm may be trapped in an exponential search space without pruning any data-graphs.
Contributions. In this paper, we follow exclusion logic and propose algorithms to address the above drawbacks of existing solutions. We make the following contributions:
(1) A full-structure index without frequent subgraph mining. In this paper, we propose an indexing algorithm that selects features directly from the data-graphs without relying on a frequent subgraph mining algorithm. We construct a featuretree to tackle cost sharing among features. The feature-tree is constructed by iteratively growing edges on existing features even if the newly generated features are infrequent, and the leaf nodes of the feature-tree are exactly the set of data-graphs in the graph database. In other words, we construct a fullstructure index that tries to consider possible structure sharing among the features. The edge-growing process is directed by a score function that considers both pruning power and cost sharing of each newly generated feature. The number of features in the feature-tree can be well bounded, and we can guarantee that no two features in the feature-tree are isomorphic without graph isomorphism checking.
(2) A verification-free query processing algorithm with dynamic feature ordering. Based on the full-structure featuretree we constructed, we propose a new algorithm for query processing. Our algorithm does not require a verification phase and it handles both small and large features in a progressive manner. We also consider dynamic feature ordering to process features according to their scores. The score of the feature is designed based on consideration of both its cost sharing and pruning power, and when data-graphs are included or excluded from the answers, our algorithm updates the scores of the features adaptively. In this way, we avoid processing useless features and thus significantly reduce computational cost.
(3) Two optimization strategies to further improve the algorithm efficiency. We explore two novel optimization strategies to further improve the efficiency of our algorithm. The first strategy considers the redundant computational cost when processing symmetric nodes in data-graphs. We propose a lightweight graph compression technique to contract symmetric nodes in data-graphs and thus save computational cost. In the second optimization strategy, we propose an inclusionaware query processing algorithm, that tries to reduce computational cost when processing a feature that is likely to include data-graphs in the answers. Instead of expanding all matches of the feature in the query-graph for pruning, we partition the matches so that the matches which are more likely to include answers have a higher priority to be expanded. Both optimization strategies can be easily embedded in our algorithm framework. real datasets CCD dataset and NCI dataset. The experimental results demonstrate that our indexing and query processing algorithms are scalable to handle large-sized data-graphs and query-graphs. According to our experimental results, our query processing algorithm is eight times faster than the state-of-theart algorithms on average.
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION
A graph G is represented as a tuple G = (V, E), where V (G) is the set of nodes and E(G) ⊆ V × V is the set of edges in G. We denote the number of nodes and edges in G by |V (G)| and |E(G)| respectively. For simplicity, we only focus on undirected, unlabelled, connected, and simple graphs in this paper. Here, a simple graph is a graph with no selfloops and no parallel edges. However, our algorithms can also be extended to handle other types of graphs. For each node u ∈ V (G), we use Nbr(u, G) to denote the set of neighbors of u in G, i.e., Nbr(u,
. . , G n } and a graph Q, where each G i ∈ D is called a data-graph, and Q is called a query-graph, the problem of supergraph search is to find all graphs in D, that are subgraph isomorphic to Q, i.e., supergraph search aims to compute the answer set
For simplicity, in this paper, we assume that no two graphs in D are isomorphic.
Note that the problem of supergraph search is NP-hard. This is because, given two graphs G and Q, the problem of deciding whether G is subgraph isomorphic to Q is an NPcomplete problem [10] . Fig. 1(a) and a query-graph Q in Fig. 1(b) , supergraph search finds the answer set A(Q) = {G 1 , G 5 , G 6 }, each of which is subgraph isomorphic to query Q. 2
III. EXISTING SOLUTIONS
In the literature, existing solutions for supergraph search mainly fall into two categories, namely, feature based approach and integrated-graph based approach.
A. Feature Based Approach
Algorithm CIndex. CIndex [6] is the first feature based approach for supergraph search, that adopts the pruningand-verification framework. Given a graph database D = {G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G n }, a feature-based index is built on D for query processing. The index consists of a set of features F = {f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f k }, that are selected from the (closed) frequent subgraphs on D mined by a (closed) frequent subgraph mining algorithm, e.g., gSpan [22] . The feature selection is based on historical queries in the query logs. For each feature f i ∈ F, a set of data-graphs S(
In query processing, given a query-graph Q, the answer to Q is computed in two phases, pruning and verification. In the pruning phase, the algorithm applies an exclusion logic to prune data-graphs, that is, if a feature f i Q, any data-graph G j ∈ S(f i ) can be pruned. In the verification phase, the data-graphs that are not pruned by any features will be verified against the query-graph Q using subgraph isomorphism testing. How to mine better features from the query logs and maintain such features is further studied in [24] . Note that, we do not consider the optimization techniques based on query logs in this paper.
Algorithm GPTree. To improve CIndex by (1) reducing redundant computational cost to process common subgraphs of features and/or data-graphs, and (2) avoiding being largely dependent on query logs, in [29] , a feature based approach GPTree is proposed under the same pruning-and-verification framework. In GPTree, after selecting a set of features from the frequent subgraphs, both the set of features and the set of data-graphs are partitioned into groups. Graphs in each feature group or data-graph group share a certain subgraph, which is denoted as the prefix of the group. The partition is performed in a way that large-sized prefixes are preferred. In query processing, for both the pruning and verification phases, the cost of subgraph isomorphism testing on the prefix part can be shared among the graphs in the same group, which reduces redundant computational cost.
Algorithm PrefIndex. To further reduce redundant computational cost, in [31] , a feature based algorithm PrefIndex is proposed for supergraph search. PrefIndex improves GPTree in three ways: (1) By assuming each feature to be a prefix of a certain data-graph group, PrefIndex handles the computational cost sharing between the pruning and verification phases; (2) By considering multi-level sharing among features, PrefIndex handles the computational cost sharing among data-graph groups; and (3) In the feature selection process, instead of preferring large-sized features, PrefIndex considers both the size of the feature and the number of data-graphs containing each feature, which can further enlarge the cost sharing compared to GPTree in query processing.
B. Integrated-graph Based Approach
Algorithm IGQuery. Recall that feature based approaches apply an exclusion logic to prune false answers followed by verification. The integrated-graph based approach IGQuery, proposed by Cheng et al. [7] , aims to answer supergraph search queries based on inclusion logic. That is, given a graph database D and a query Q, instead of pruning false answers, IGQuery tries to find a set of data-graphs A * that each graph in A * is guaranteed to be a subgraph of Q. After computing A * , IGQuery further applies a simple feature based algorithm to prune false answers. Finally, the remaining data-graphs are verified against Q one by one to arrive at the final answer. To compute A * , IGQuery precomputes an index by integrating all the data-graphs in D into a single graph, namely, the integrated graph IG. Each graph in D has a unique embedding in IG. For each edge e in IG, the set of data-graphs containing e in their embeddings is precomputed and denoted as host(e). In query processing, given a query Q, the algorithm first computes an embedding of Q in IG. If there is a such an embedding, by intersecting host(e) for all edges e in the embedding, the set A * can be obtained.
IV. A NEW VERIFICATION-FREE APPROACH

A. Problem Analysis
Drawbacks of Existing Solutions. Note that in the integratedgraph based approach, the integrated-graph is used to compute a subset of answers based on the inclusion logic. However, only small-sized data-graphs tend to be found by inclusion logic. Moreover, in a supergraph search, the number of answers is usually much smaller than the number of data-graphs. Therefore, the cost saving using integrated-graph is usually limited. For example, in our experiment, using the database consisting of 3000 graphs with an average size of 50 obtained from the CCD dataset, given a query of size 100, the number of answers is only 13% of the number of data-graphs.
Due to the above inherent limitations of inclusion logic used in integrated-graph based approach, in this paper, we aim to improve the feature based approach using exclusion logic to process supergraph search. The existing feature based approaches have the following limitations, which make them unscalable when handling large-sized data-graphs.
(L 1 ) Expensive frequent subgraph mining algorithms are used in indexing. In existing feature based solutions, the features are selected from the set of frequent subgraphs mined by an existing frequent subgraph mining algorithm (e.g., gSpan [22] ) or its variants. However, such algorithms are usually expensive and not scalable to handle large-sized data-graphs. For example, in our experiment, for the database consisting of 3000 graphs with an average size of 90 obtained from the CCD dataset, by setting the minimum threshold to be 0.2, over 14 hours are spent mining the frequent subgraphs using gSpan.
(L 2 ) Verification may be expensive on large-sized data-graphs. In existing feature based approaches, although the cost sharing when processing common features can be considered in the verification phase, cost savings are limited when the size of data-graphs is large, since the features are selected from frequent subgraphs. This makes the verification costly.
(L 3 ) Features are processed in a query-independent order in query processing. Existing feature based approaches mainly focus on how to select a good set of features. In query processing, the order to process the features is fixed and is independent of the query-graph. However, it is obvious that a feature may have different pruning power for different querygraphs. Therefore, given a query-graph, if we can estimate the pruning power of each feature w.r.t. the query-graph, processing the features in decreasing order of their pruning power may significantly enhance the search efficiency.
Our Approach. The limitations of existing solutions motivate us to find better indexing and query processing algorithms. In this paper, we propose a new approach that addresses the above limitations in the following ways:
(A 1 ) Direct feature selection without frequent subgraph mining. In our approach, features are selected directly from the data-graphs to avoid generating an exponential number of subgraphs followed by selecting features from them. To generate the features, we construct a feature-tree by incrementally growing edges on each feature. We consider both the cost sharing and pruning power for each generated feature. Compared to frequent subgraph mining, our feature selection process has two advantages: (1) The total number of features generated is bounded; and (2) For each newly generated feature, we do not need to perform isomorphism checking against existing features, since we can guarantee that no two features generated are isomorphic to each other. The two advantages make our feature selection process much more efficient than frequent subgraph mining.
(A 2 ) Verification-free query processing based on a fullstructure index. In our approach, we allow both small and large features in our feature generation process. A small feature usually has limited pruning power but it may be shared by a large number of data-graphs, while a large feature may have high pruning power but it is usually shared by a small number of data-graphs. In our algorithm, the edge-growing process terminates until the new generated feature becomes a datagraph. In other words, we consider a full-structure index that tries to consider possible structure sharing among features, even if they are not frequent. All data-graphs are preserved in the index. Based on the full-structure index, our query processing algorithm is verification-free.
(A 3 ) Query-dependent feature processing during supergraph search. Since the pruning power of each feature is querydependent, during the supergraph search of our approach, we define a dynamic score function for each feature in the featuretree. The score function considers both the pruning power and cost sharing of the feature and is adaptively adjusted during the search process when data-graphs are included or excluded from the answers. The features are processed in a top-down manner in the feature-tree and once a feature is not contained in the query-graph, all its descendants are discarded.
B. DGTree: A Full-structure Index
In this subsection, we introduce our indexing technique. We first define a match of a graph as follows: Definition 4.1: (Match) Given a graph P with nodes {u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u |V (P )| } and a data-graph G, a match f of P in G is a mapping from V (P ) to V (G) such that the following two conditions hold:
• (Conflict-free): For any pair of nodes u i ∈ V (P ) and
gr ← a new tree-node; 
As mentioned above, our index is a tree structure which can preserve all data-graphs with substructure sharing. We call the index a DGTree, which has the following structure:
DGTree Structure. The DGTree contains a set of tree-nodes. Each tree-node g consists of the following components:
The set of child tree-nodes of g. A leaf tree-node is a tree-node g with |g.children| = 0.
g.graph
The feature-graph of g. The set of nodes in the featuregraph is represented by {1, 2, . . . , |V (g.graph)|}.
g.grow-edge
The edge added to g.graph from the feature-graph of the parent tree-node of g.
g.edge-type
The type of g.grow-edge, which is CLOSE if no new node is created in g.graph and OPEN if a new node is created in g.graph after adding g.grow-edge.
g.S
The set of data-graphs containing g.graph, i.e., g.S = {G|G ∈ D, g.graph ⊆ G}. If g is a leaf tree-node, g.S contains the data-graph equaling to g.graph, and thus the union of g.S for all leaf tree-nodes g is D.
If g is the root tree-node, we have g.S * = D. If g is a leaf tree-node, we have |g.S * | = 1. For a non-leaf tree-node g, we have:
g.score The score of g.graph, which is used to select the best edge to grow.
Note that the last three components g.M(G i ), g.S * , and g.score are only used in DGTree construction and can be discarded from the DGTree after it is constructed. In the following, we use a tree-node and a feature-graph interchangeably if the context is obvious.
DGTree Construction. Given a graph database D = {G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G n }, the algorithm to construct the DGTree is shown in Algorithm 1. Generally speaking, the algorithm divides the data-graphs in D into partitions. Each partition (represented by a tree-node g) consists of the set of data-graphs g.S * containing g.graph. A partition can be further divided recursively. During the recursive partitioning of D, the DGTree is constructed. Specifically, the algorithm first creates the root tree-node g r with a feature-graph of a single edge (line 1-2).
Algorithm 2: CandidateFeature(tree-node g) Other components of g r are initialized accordingly (line 3-5).
After creating g r , the algorithm constructs the DGTree in a top-down manner starting from g r using TreeGrow(g r ) and returns g r as the root entry of the DGTree.
The tree-growing process TreeGrow(g) is shown in line 8-18 of Algorithm 1. We first generate a set of candidate grow feature-graphs and put them into a heap H (line 9). We will introduce how to compute H using CandidateFeature(g) later. Each entry g + ∈ H represents a candidate feature-graph by growing a certain edge on the feature-graph of g. Here, we use either a feature-graph or an edge to represent an entry in H since each feature-graph in H can be uniquely identified by a growing edge. In line 10, we use C to maintain the set of uncovered data-graphs in g.S * . In line 11-18, we iteratively generate the child tree-nodes of g until all data-graphs in g.S * have been covered. * from C (line 18).
• Procedure CandidateFeature. The procedure to compute the 
In phase 1 (line 2-14), we enumerate all matches f ∈ g.M(G) for each data-graph G ∈ g.S * to find all possible edges that can grow on the feature-graph of g (line 2). For each match f and each node u i in the feature-graph of g, we traverse all the neighbors v of f (u i ) in the data-graph G (line 3). If v has been matched to node u j in f , the edge (u i , u j ) indicates a new CLOSE edge to grow (line 4); Otherwise, we set u j to be |f | + 1, indicating that (u i , u j ) is a new OPEN edge to grow (line 5). In line 6, we ensure u j > u i to guarantee that each undirected edge is uniquely represented, and we also ensure that (u i , u j ) does not exist in E(g). If the candidate g + corresponding to edge (u i , u j ) does not exist in H (line 8), we create a new candidate g + (line 9), set the corresponding components (line 10-12), and push it into H (line 13); Otherwise, we add G into g + .S * , indicating that after adding edge (u i , u j ) in the feature-graph of g, G still covers the new feature-graph.
In phase 2 (line 15-25), we follow a similar procedure to enumerate all possible edges (u i , u j ) to be added by enumerating matches f of graphs G in the set g.S rather than g.S * (line [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] Finally, after computing all components of entries g + in H, we compute g + .score and update g + in H using the new score. We will introduce how to compute g + .score later.
• Procedure BestFeature. The procedure to get the candidate feature-graph with the highest score is shown in Algorithm 3.
Note that when a new feature-graph is generated by growing an edge on the feature-graph of g, g + .S * for some other entries g + in H may change by removing those covered data-graphs, which will decrease g + .score. In our algorithm, instead of maintaining g + .S * for all g + in H each time a new featuregraph is generated, we compute g + .S * in a lazy manner after it is popped from H. In order to do so, after we pop a new Feature Score Computation. We discuss how to compute g.score for each candidate g. Intuitively, to share computational cost in query processing, g should be selected to maximize the number of data-graphs containing g.graph, i.e., to maximize |g.S|. However, by using |g.S| as the score function, we may generate redundant feature-graphs, e.g., two similar featuregraphs that cover almost the same set of data-graphs. Therefore, we consider to maximize |g.S * |, since g.S * is the set of data-graphs covered by g after excluding the already covered data-graphs. Our first score function is defined as:
Eq. 1 considers both the cost sharing and the feature diversity when selecting candidate feature-graphs. However, it does not consider the pruning power of the feature-graph. Intuitively, if the average number of matches for a featuregraph in the data-graphs is small, it is not likely to be contained in a query-graph, and thus the pruning power of such a feature-graph is high. Here the average number of matches for a feature-graph is G∈g.S |g.M(G)|/|g.S|. Combined with Eq. 1, our second score function is defined as:
Finally, note that in query processing, given a query Q, we may need to compute the matches of the new feature-graph in Q. For a candidate g, if g.edge-type is OPEN, the number of matches of g.graph in Q may increase exponentially; otherwise if g.edge-type is CLOSE, the number of matches of g.graph in Q will always decrease. Therefore, adding a CLOSE edge to the feature-graph will make the feature-graph more selective without introducing much extra cost in online query processing. In addition, a CLOSE edge will not increase the number of nodes in a feature-graph, and thus can better bound the size of the feature-graph. Based on such properties, when selecting edges to grow, we give higher priority to CLOSE edges than OPEN edges. Let MAX be a large constant, e.g., MAX = |D|, our final score function is defined as:
Algorithm Analysis. Compared to the frequent subgraph mining algorithm (e.g., gSpan [22] ) used in the indexing of existing approaches for supergraph search, our indexing method based on DGTree has the following advantages:
• The number of feature-graphs is bounded. While existing frequent subgraph mining algorithm may generate exponential number of subgraphs, the feature-graphs generated in our algorithm can be bounded based on the following lemma:
Lemma 4.1: Given a graph database D, the number of featuregraphs in the DGTree is no larger than G∈D |E(G)|. 2
Proof: Note that each leaf tree-node of the DGTree represents a certain data-graph G ∈ D with depth no larger than |E(G)|, and no two leaf tree-nodes represent the same data-graph. It is easy to prove that the total number of feature-graphs in the DGTree is no larger than G∈D |E(G)|. 2
• No isomorphism checking is required. In frequent subgraph mining, when a new subgraph is generated, it needs to be checked against existing subgraphs to see whether an isomorphic subgraph has been generated. Such an operation is usually costly. In our DGTree construction algorithm, based on the following lemma, we do not need to perform such isomorphism checking operation for each new feature-graph. 
+ ; and for any tree-node g 2 that is directly/indirectly generated from D 2 , the feature-graph of g 2 does not contain the feature-graph of g + . Therefore, g 1 and g 2 cannot be isomorphic. By applying this rule to all branches of the DGTree, it is easy to conclude that, for any two tree-nodes g 1 and g 2 , if g 1 is not an ancestor / decedent of g 2 , the feature-graphs of g 1 and g 2 are not isomorphic. Otherwise, g 1 is an ancestor / decedent of g 2 . In this case, the featuregraphs of g 1 and g 2 are still not isomorphic since they contain different number of edges. 2
• Infrequent feature-graphs are allowed. Due to the above two advantages, we can allow both frequent and infrequent subgraphs as feature-graphs. Because of the high selectivity, infrequent feature-graphs usually have a high pruning power and therefore are useful in query processing. Fig. 2 shows a partial DGTree of the graph database D in Fig. 1(a) , with each tree-node g in the dashed box. Here, we omit the single-edge root node g r and the oneedge-grow child nodes of g 1 for simplicity. We generate g 1 from g 0 first since g 1 has a CLOSE edge. Then growing from g 1 , we have candidate feature-graphs g 2 and g 3 . By computing score(g 2 ) = 3 4 and score(g 3 ) = 2 3 , we choose g 2 and index G 1 , G 2 and G 3 under g 2 . After refining g 3 .S * , we index G 4 under g 3 . The remaining construction steps are similar, and we stop generating child tree-nodes when only one graph is left in current g.S * , which is regarded as a leaf node. Compared with PrefIndex, we consider both the cost sharing and pruning power of all feature-graphs even if it is not frequent (e.g. g 3 ), while PrefIndex will not take advantage of such features. 2
C. Query-dependent Supergraph Search
In this subsection, we introduce our query processing algorithm, which computes the set of subgraphs A(Q) for a query-graph Q based on the constructed DGTree.
The Query Processing Algorithm. Given a query-graph Q, our query processing algorithm is shown in Algorithm 4. The input includes the query-graph Q and the root of the DGTree g r . We use A(Q) to maintain the set of answers, and use C to maintain the set of candidate data-graphs that are neither in A(Q) nor pruned by any feature-graphs. We also use a heap H to maintain the set of feature-graphs to be processed. Each feature-graph entry q in H represents a feature-graph and it contains the following four components:
q.tree-node
The corresponding tree-node of q in the DGTree. Here, we call the feature-graph of q.tree-node the featuregraph of q for simplicity, and denote it as q.graph, i.e., q.graph = q.tree-node.graph q.S * The set of candidate data-graphs that contain the featuregraph of q.
q.M(Q)
The set of matches of the feature-graph of q in Q.
q.score the score of the feature-graph of q.
In Algorithm 4, we initialize C to be those data-graphs with size no larger than Q (line 1). Here we can also use some other trivial techniques, e.g., using degree sequence, to further reduce the number of data-graphs in C. In line 2, we initialize H and A(Q) to be ∅. Then we create the first entry q in H (line 3). We initialize q.tree-node to be g r , q.S * to be C, and q.M(Q) to be all matched edges in Q (line 4-5). In line 6, we compute the score of q and push it into H. We will discuss how to compute the score of q later. In line 7-14, we process features iteratively in the DGTree until C = ∅.
In each iteration (line 8-14), we compute the best entry in H by invoking BestFeature(H, C) which will be introduced later (line 8). Let g be the tree-node of q. We traverse all child nodes g + of g to find new feature-graphs to be processed (line 9). We consider two cases. First, if g + is a leaf treenode (line 10), the feature-graph of g + is a data-graph. In this situation, we try to find a match f of g + .graph in Q by directly extending the existing matches in q.M(Q) (line 11). If such a match exists, we add the corresponding data-graph into A(Q) (line 12). The data-graph is removed from C no matter whether f exists or not (line 13). Second, if g + is not a leaf tree-node, we create a corresponding new entry in H by invoking FeatureExpansion(Q, q, g + , H, C) which will be introduced later (line 14). Finally, after C becomes ∅, we return A(Q) as the answer for query Q (line 15).
• Procedure BestFeature. The procedure to find the best feature-graph entry in H is shown in line 16-22 of Algorithm 4. Since after processing a feature-graph entry in H, some graphs may be removed from C, which may decrease the scores of some other entries in H. Instead of updating all such scores after a new feature-graph is processed, in BestFeature, we handle the updates in a lazy manner. The process is similar to the process of finding the best candidate edge to grow in Algorithm 3, which iteratively updates the score of the top element of H (line 20) until it is up-to-date (line 18).
• Procedure FeatureExpansion. The procedure to compute the feature-graph entry for a new tree-node g + is shown in 
C ← {G|G ∈ gr.S, |E(G)| ≤ |E(Q)|, |V (G)| ≤ |V (Q)|};
H ← ∅; A(Q) ← ∅;
2 q ← a new entry; 
f is a match of the feature-graph of q + , and thus we add a new match f into q + .M(Q) (line 8-9). After q + .M(Q) is computed, if q + .M(Q) = ∅ (line 10), q + needs to be further expanded and thus we compute the score of q + and push it into H (line 11); Otherwise, all the data-graphs in q + .S * can be pruned (line 12).
Query-dependent Feature Score. We discuss how to compute the score of a feature-graph entry q. First, if the feature-graph of q is contained in a large number of candidate data-graphs, the cost sharing to process q is maximized. Therefore, the first score of q can be defined as:
q.score 1 = |q.S * | (4) Second, the feature-graph that has a small number of matches in Q will have a high pruning power. Therefore, the second score of q can be defined as:
Finally, by considering both computational cost sharing and pruning power, our final score for q is defined as:
Algorithm Analysis. Compared to existing feature based approaches for supergraph search, our query processing algorithm has the following advantages:
• Verification-free query processing. In existing feature based approaches, although cost sharing can be considered in the verification phase, the sharing is based on frequent subgraphs and thus the cost-saving is usually limited. In our approach, we create a full-structure index, and no verification is needed. The following lemma guarantees the correctness of our algorithm.
Lemma 4.3: Algorithm 4 correctly computes A(Q). 2
Proof: First, each leaf tree-node in the DGTree represents a data-graph. Therefore, no false-positive exists in A(Q). Second, each data-graph is represented by a leaf tree-node in the DGTree. Therefore, no false-negative exists in A(Q). 2
• Adaptive online feature-graph selection. Existing feature based approaches process features in a fixed order. As a result, when processing a feature with low pruning power, it is possible for the algorithm to be trapped in an exponential search space until all matches of the feature in the querygraph are found. In our algorithm, we consider dynamic feature processing, in which the score function for each feature-graph is query-dependent and it considers both the computational cost sharing and the pruning power of the feature. In addition, when data-graphs are included or excluded from answers in the process of query processing, our algorithm can update the scores for each feature-graph adaptively. In this way, features with low pruning power have a low opportunity to be processed and therefore the computational cost can be largely saved.
Example 4.2:
Suppose we process supergraph search of querygraph Q shown in Fig. 1(b) based on the DGTree in Fig. 2 . After matching g 0 , we compute matches for its children g 1 and g 4 and then push them into H. Since score(g 1 ) > score(g 4 ), we pop g 1 first and process the descendants of g 1 in a similar way. By following such a dynamical selection, we include G 1 as an answer-graph and prune G 2 , G 3 , and G 4 via the descendants of g 1 , since the dynamically computed scores of them are larger than g 4 . Thus, only two candidate graphs are left in C when we deal with g 4 , i.e., the adaptive online feature-graph selection technique can filter candidates as early as possible. 2
V. OPTIMIZATION STRATEGIES
In this section, we introduce two optimization strategies to further improve our algorithm. The first strategy aims to save computational cost by compressing the data-graphs while preserving the structural information. The second strategy aims to optimize the query processing algorithm by considering both inclusion and exclusion of answers instead of only exclusion of answers using an adaptive node splitting technique.
A. Cost-saving by Graph Compression
Given a graph database D, for a certain data-graph G ∈ D, there may exist several nodes in V (G) that are symmetrical. Given a query-graph Q, by applying Algorithm 4, finding all matches for the symmetric nodes in the query-graph Q may result in large redundant computations. This is because given any match of G in Q, each permutation of the symmetric nodes will result in a new match. In this subsection, we aim to compress each data-graph to reduce the number of its symmetric nodes and therefore reduce redundant computational cost. The following two conditions should be satisfied after graph compression:
(C 1 ): The structural information of each graph is preserved in the corresponding compressed graph. Here, by structure preservation, we mean that the original graph can be easily recovered from the compressed graph.
(C 2 ): After compression, Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 4 can be easily adapted for indexing and query processing.
Considering the above two conditions, in this paper, we adopt a lightweight graph-compression scheme as follows:
Graph Compression. We consider a simple case of node symmetry, namely, node equivalence, which is defined as: Definition 5.1: (Node Equivalence) Given any graph G and a pair of nodes u and v in G, u and v are equivalent iff
For each data-graph G ∈ D, we use G c to denote the compressed graph of G. G c is constructed by contracting each set of equivalent nodes in G into a node C in G c . For a node v ∈ G, we use C v to denote the corresponding contracted node in G c . For any pair of nodes
We use v ∈ C to denote that C is a contracted node for v, and we use |C| to denote the number of equivalent nodes in G represented by C.
Indexing. Given a graph database D, with the graph compression technique, we modify our DGTree index as follows: First, we compress each graph G ∈ D into G c and create a compressed graph database D c . Second, we construct the DGTree on D c as our index using a simple modification of Algorithm 1: We allow each feature-graph in the DGTree to contain contracted nodes, and we modify the match computation in Algorithm 1 by adding a size constraint. Specifically, given a tree-node g, for each contracted node C u in the featuregraph of g, when we compute
Query Processing. Given a query-graph Q and the modified DGTree constructed on D c , in our modified query processing algorithm, for each entry q in the heap H, each node C in the feature-graph of q should be matched to |C| nodes in Q. This can be achieved by modifying Algorithm 5 as follows: In line 6 of Algorithm 5, instead of enumerating nodes in Nbr(f (u i ), Q), we enumerate all permutations of |u j | common neighbors of f (u i ) in Q. Here, u i , f (u i ), and u j may contain multiple nodes. In line 7, if a permutation does not overlap f , we add a corresponding new match into q + .M(Q). Each such new match corresponds to |u j |! matches of the original featuregraph in Q. In line 8, since f (u i ) and f (u j ) may contain multiple nodes, we need to check whether every node in f (u i )
Fig. 3: An Example of Graph Compression
has an edge with every node in f (u j ). Finally, we modify Eq. 5 for each entry q to compute a new q.score 2 as follows:
Here, q.graph is the feature-graph of q.
The new query processing algorithm using graph compression improves Algorithm 4 by utilizing the symmetry information of the nodes in the data-graphs. Specifically, for each set of k symmetric nodes in the feature-graph (extracted from the data-graphs), we can use a match of k nodes in the query-graph to represent k! matches. This saves redundant computational cost when matching the k symmetric nodes.
Example 5.1: Fig. 3 shows an example of graph compression. We compress G 6 ( Fig. 1(a) ) into G 
B. Inclusion-aware Query Processing
Motivation. Given a query-graph Q, Algorithm 4 uses exclusion logic to prune graphs that are not subgraphs of Q using the DGTree. The algorithm iteratively selects the entry with the highest score from the heap H of candidate feature-graphs for pruning. However, after processing all entries with high pruning power in H, the unpruned data-graphs in q.S * for the entry q in heap H tend to be included in the answer set rather than be pruned by the entry. Here, the pruning power of an entry q in H is specified in Eq. 5 which is used to compute q.score (Eq. 6). In this case, we may generate a large number of useless matches for an entry q in the heap.
Solution Overview. In this subsection, to reduce the number of useless matches when processing an entry q with low pruning power, we introduce an inclusion based method to handle q. Specifically, we allow two types of entries in the heap, namely, inclusion-entry and exclusion-entry. We use q.type, which is either INCLUSION or EXCLUSION, to differentiate the two types of entries. Initially, all entries in the heap are exclusionentries. When q.score (Eq. 6) for a certain entry q is smaller than a certain threshold δ, we switch to process q according to an inclusion based method using an adaptive node-splitting algorithm. The algorithm splits matches in q.M(Q) and handles these matches with different priorities. Intuitively, a match that is more likely to be expanded to include answers in A(Q) has a higher priority to be processed. For each match f ∈ q.M(Q), we use f.score to specify the score of f . A match with a higher score has a higher priority to be processed. Next we will introduce how to split a node and how to compute the score of a match.
Adaptive Node-splitting. The algorithm to split an entry q in H is shown in Algorithm 6. In line 1-2, we sort all matches in q.M(Q) in a non-increasing order of their scores and put them in M. In line 3-9, we iteratively split q by dividing matches in M into different partitions, each of which forms a new entry. For each iteration (line 4-9), we create a new entry q (line 4) and put the last |M|/2 matches with lowest scores into q .M(Q). By iteratively applying this on M, we guarantee that matches with higher scores are put into an entry q with lower |q .M(Q)| and thus the entry q has a higher priority to be processed according to Eq. 6. For instance, if |q.M(Q)| = 14, q.M(Q) is divided into 4 partitions with 7, 4, 2, and 1 matches, and the match f with the highest f.score belongs to the last partition. In line 6, we assign the type of q to be INCLUSION. In line 7, we set q .tree-node and q .S * to be those in q. Then, we compute q .score using Eq. 6 based on the new q .M(Q) and push it into heap H (line 8). Finally, in line 9, we update M by removing q .M(Q) since M will be used in the next iteration.
Based on the above node-splitting algorithm, we modify our query processing algorithm as follows: First, the root entry is an exclusion-entry, and each newly expanded entry inherits the type of its parent entry when it is created in line 1 of Algorithm 5. Second, after line 8 of Algorithm 4, for the entry q, we first check whether q.score < δ. If not, we process line 9-14; Otherwise, we invoke Algorithm 6 to split q. Finally, in line 12 of Algorithm 5 and line 13 of Algorithm 4, if q + is an inclusion-entry, we will not remove q + .S * from C only if the data-graphs are included in A(Q), since an inclusion-entry q + cannot be used to prune data-graphs in q + .S * . In this case, it is possible that some data-graphs in C, which are not answers, will not be pruned by any entry, so we modify the condition of the while loop in line 7 of Algorithm 4 to H = ∅. Such data-graphs will be kept in C and be discarded eventually.
Inclusion-aware Match Score. Given a match f ∈ q.M(Q) for an entry q, we discuss how to compute f.score. Intuitively, if the match f appears in a denser region of Q, it is more likely to be expanded to include a certain data-graph in q.S * . We can use the degrees of nodes in f to model the density of the corresponding matched region. Based on this intuition, we define f.score as follows:
Here, d(v, Q) is the degree of node v in Q.
VI. PERFORMANCE STUDIES In this section, we present our experimental results by comparing our algorithm, denoted as DGTree, with two stateof-the-art supergraph search algorithms PrefIndex [31] and IGQuery [7] . The codes for PrefIndex and IGQuery are obtained from the authors. We evaluate our algorithms in several aspects: (1) the effectiveness of feature score functions and optimization strategies used in DGTree, (2) the efficiency of query processing by comparing DGTree with PrefIndex and IGQuery, and (3) the efficiency of indexing by comparing DGTree with PrefIndex (IGQuery is not compared since its indexing time can be omitted). All of our experiments are Datasets. We evaluate the performance of the algorithms on two real datasets: CCD and NCI.
• CCD dataset contains chemical compound structures, which is downloaded from the PubChem website. The average node number of the graphs in CCD is 40.75.
• NCI dataset is downloaded from the National Cancer Institute Open Database website. The average node number of the graphs in NCI is 40.48.
We show the parameters and default values used in our experiments in Table I . If not specified, the values of all parameters are set to their default values. For each testing in query processing, we randomly select 20 queries and take the average processing time. To evaluate the performance by varying data-graph density, we sort the CCD and NCI datasets in an increasing order of graph density and divide them into five groups, and then extract 3000 data-graphs with average node number of 50 from each group, denoted as DG 1 , DG 2 , DG 3 , DG 4 and DG 5 respectively. Similarly, to test the effect of query-graph density, we extract five sets of query-graphs with average node number of 100, donated as DQ 1 , DQ 2 , DQ 3 , DQ 4 and DQ 5 respectively. We first test the effect of the proposed score functions on feature-graph selection during indexing and query processing. We also compare the basic algorithms with the optimized versions to show the effectiveness of the graph compression strategy and inclusion-aware query processing strategy. The results are shown in Fig. 4 . We use I 1 , I 2 , and I 3 to denote the three score functions Eq. 1, Eq. 2 and Eq. 3 in DGTree construction respectively, and use Q 1 , Q 2 , and Q 3 to denote the three score functions Eq. 4, Eq. 5, and Eq. 6 in query processing respectively. For example, I 1 + Q 3 denotes the algorithm using Eq. 1 and Eq. 6 as the score functions for DGTree construction and query processing respectively. We use OP T 1 to denote the algorithm with the graph compression strategy based on I 3 + Q 3 , and use OP T 2 to denote the algorithm with the inclusion-aware query processing strategy based on OP T 1 . In OP T 2 , we set δ = 0.001. For score https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ http://cactus.nci.nih.gov/download/nci/index.html functions in indexing, Fig. 4 shows that I 3 + Q 3 improves I 1 + Q 3 and I 2 + Q 3 by 30% and 15% respectively. It is worth mentioning that the index construction of I 3 is about three times faster than I 2 and seven times faster than I 1 . For score functions in query processing, Fig. 4 shows that I 3 + Q 3 is about 10% faster than both I 3 + Q 1 and I 3 + Q 2 . Comparing I 3 + Q 3 with the optimized algorithms, we see that graph compression (OP T 1 ) accelerates query processing by around 30%, and inclusion-aware query processing (OP T 2 ) further improves the efficiency by 17%. When comparing with other algorithms in the following experiments, we apply the best score functions with all optimization techniques in DGTree.
A. Score Functions and Optimization Strategies
B. Query Processing: DGTree, IGQuery, and PrefIndex
In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of query processing algorithms, by comparing DGTree with IGQuery and PrefIndex. We conduct extensive experiments to evaluate the query processing time by varying database size, data-graph size, data-graph density, query-graph size and query-graph density, so as to show the efficiency and scalability of DGTree. Varying Database Size. In this experiment, we evaluate the scalability of query processing by varying database size from 1k to 9k. Fig. 5 reports the query processing time on CCD and NCI datasets. It shows that when the database is scaled up, the query processing time of all algorithms increases. We can see that DGTree is scalable when the database becomes larger. When the database size is larger than 5000, DGTree is over an order of magnitude faster than PrefIndex and IGQuery. Varying Data Graph Size. We vary the average data-graph size to study the performance of query processing. The results are shown in Fig. 6 . When data-graph is small-sized, e.g., no larger than 30, PrefIndex and IGQuery outperforms DGTree by several seconds. However, when the data-graph size increases, the computational cost of PrefIndex and IGQuery increases rapidly due to their defects in scalability. The reason is that, for PrefIndex, the cost saving by common prefix is limited for large-sized data-graphs, and for IGQuery, the number of directly included answers is small for large-sized data-graphs. DGTree, however, costs most when the data-graph size is 30, since the answer set is relatively large. But when the datagraph size increases, the computational cost is saved by the high pruning power of dynamically selected feature-graphs. DGTree is over an order of magnitude faster than the other two algorithms when the data-graph size is larger than 70. Varying Data Graph Density. We vary data-graph density to show the efficiency of the algorithms and report the results in Fig. 7 . It shows that when the data-graphs become denser, the query processing cost decreases. The reason is that denser data-graphs result in denser feature-graphs, that are effective for pruning in query processing for all three algorithms. However, in PrefIndex, the problem of heavy verification costs still exists, and in IGQuery, the answers obtained by direct inclusion is rather limited, so the performance of PrefIndex and IGQuery is degraded, as shown in Fig. 7 . Varying Query Graph Size. To evaluate the effect of querygraph size on query processing, we obtain five sets of querygraphs, with average node numbers of 60, 80, 100, 120 and 140 respectively. We conduct experiments on databases of 3000 data-graphs with average size of 50 in the CCD and NCI datasets. The results are shown in Fig. 8 . We can see that when the query-graph grows larger, the processing time of all algorithms increases since it costs more for graph matching during query processing. By taking advantage of graph compression and inclusion-aware strategies, DGTree is scalable for largesized query-graphs. Fig. 8 shows that DGTree is slower than IGQuery by several seconds when the query-graph is small, but outperforms IGQuery by several times when the query-graph size is larger than 60. Besides, DGTree is faster than PrefIndex by over an order of magnitude in most of the testings. Varying Query Graph Density. We vary the query-graph density to evaluate the performance of algorithms on query processing. The results are presented in Fig. 9 . DGTree performs better for query-graphs with lower density. This is because DGTree is based on exclusion logic, and sparse query-graphs tend to have a smaller answer set. In contrast, IGQuery prefers denser queries since IGQuery may include more answers directly when processing a denser query . IGQuery on DQ 5 in the NCI dataset slightly outperforms DGTree, but is slower than DGTree in all other cases. The results of PrefIndex are unstable when the query-graph density varies, and DGTree is over an order of magnitude faster than PrefIndex in most of the testings.
C. Indexing: DGTree and PrefIndex
In this subsection, we compare the indexing performance of DGTree and PrefIndex by varying database size, data-graph size, and data-graph density. We conduct experiments on both the CCD and NCI datasets. Note that the index size of DGTree is only 22% of the index size of IGQuery, and 18% of the index size of PrefIndex on average, which benefits from the bounded number of generated features in DGTree. For example, on the setting of 3000 data-graphs with average size of 50 in the CCD dataset, the index sizes of DGTree, IGQuery and PrefIndex are 0.87MB, 3.71MB and 4.53MB respectively. Varying Database Size. We test the effect of database size on the performance of graph indexing. Fig. 10 shows the indexing time of DGTree and PrefIndex when database size varies. When the number of data-graphs increases, the processing time for both DGTree and PrefIndex increases. In all testings, PrefIndex is much slower than DGTree as shown in Fig. 10 . Varying Data Graph Size. We vary data-graph size and report the indexing time of DGTree and PrefIndex in Fig. 11 . From  Fig. 11 , we can see that both DGTree and PrefIndex are efficient when data-graphs are small. But with the growing of data-graph size, the cost of PrefIndex exponentially increases (e.g. over 14 hours for 90-sized graphs in CCD), while the cost of DGTree is more stable. This is due to the expensive mining cost in PrefIndex, which is not scalable for large data-graphs.
Varying Data Graph Density. In this experiment, we evaluate the performance of indexing by varying graph density. The results are presented in Fig. 12 . In all testings, DGTree performs stably and it is from 1.5 to 30 times faster than PrefIndex.
VII. RELATED WORK
We review the related work of supergraph search problem from three categories, namely, subgraph search, supergraph search, and similar graph search. Subgraph Search. Subgraph search is the most common graph search type and has been extensively studied in the literature. Existing algorithms include Ullmann [19] , VF2 [9] , gIndex [23] , TreePi [28] , Tree+δ [30] , Fg-index [8] , GString [13] , QuickSI [16] , GraphQL [12] , TurboIso [11] , etc. Most of them follow a backtracking framework, first proposed by Ullmann [19] . Other works accelerate the matching process using pruning-verification and matching-order optimizations.
Supergraph Search. Supergraph search has become increasingly popular in recent years. Existing solutions mainly include CIndex [6] , GPTree [29] , PrefIndex [31] , IGQuery [7] , and LWIndex [24] . More details can be found in Section III. Similar Graph Search. Similarity graph search aims to find graphs that are similar to the query-graph. Existing techniques mainly fall into three categories, the propagationbased paradigm [2, 15, 17] , whose intuition is that two nodes are similar if their neighbors are similar; the spectral-based paradigm [1, 3, 4, 14, 20, 21] , due to the fact that two graphs are isomorphic if their adjacency matrices have the same eigenvalues and eigenvectors; and optimization-based paradigm [26, 27] , which transfers graph matching to an optimization problem.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we study the supergraph search problem which is a fundamental problem in graph databases. Existing solutions are not scalable when processing large-sized datagraphs and query-graphs. In our approach, we build a fullstructure feature-tree as our index, that does not rely on an expensive frequent subgraph mining algorithm, and can generate better features. We propose a verification-free algorithm that processes features in a query-dependent order for query processing. We further explore two optimization strategies to improve the efficiency of our algorithm. We conduct extensive experiments on two large real datasets to demonstrate the high scalability of our approach.
